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Economy Wipe-on ! 4 to 40 metre pr. minute

1015
Dual stepper motor driven wipe-on
applicator for preprinted labels
S P E C S

If low investment, but high dispensing speed - flexibility and reliability are the features you are looking
for the Label-Aire model 1015 micro processor controlled Wipe-on applicator is the answer. The Economy
LA 1015 offers, among other features, flexible performance that combines dispensing speed with the
accuracy of the label placement.

Dimensions (Height x Length x Width):
App. 600 x 700 x 245 mm

These features are obtained by means of two micro processor driven stepper motors. With this configuration
it is possible to maintain constant web tension without any mechanical regulation. There are no clutches
to calibrate or to service.

Weight:
Approx. 20 kg
Standard Label Dimensions (width x length):
Min.:
20 x 20 mm feed
Max.:
118 x 250 mm

Adjustable dispensing speed from 4 and up to 45 m/min depending on the actual label
width. The adjustment is easily made by means of the user friendly keyboard.

Label package: ID 76mm. OD 300 mm

31 Label pages for storing of Label and Product setup, making change of labels
an easy task.
The high dispensing speed of the LA 1015 allows it to be used on even very fast conveyors.

Dispense Speed:
Variable 4 to 40 m/min. - label width depending
30 m/min at 118x255mm
45 m/min at 70x150mm

LA 1015 is very compact and the width (depth) of only 245 mm allows easy integration.

Label Accuracy: +/- 1 mm

No external control box, cables or consoles to complicate the installation and take up
extra space.

Display: Back lit dot matrix LCD, 2 lines
of 16 characters and two LEDs.

External interface provides alarm and synchronization signals that can be used for control
of product handling systems.

Controls: 3 control keys for guided programming
of applicator parameters and functions.

“Intelligent” stepper motor driver ensures that power requirements are limited to less than
110W at full speed.

Electrical: 90-240 VAC, 50-440 Hz, 110W max.

Label rolls w. ID 76 mm and OD up to 305 mm and web width up to 120 mm.

Environment: Temperature from 5 to 35 C, relative humidity -20 to 90% (not condensing)

Spring loaded peeler bar asy with thick foam roller.
U-arm for top or side labelling of product.

Interface: Synchronization, alarm and product
sensing signals
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specs
Label-Aire also provides a full range of
pressure-sensitive labelers, rotary, and inline systems
to meet your toughest labeling requirements.

Options and accessories:
Left hand version: Yes
Right hand version: Yes
Low label sensor: Yes
T-base stand: LA 2600
U-arm LA 2038/1037/1015 version
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